
 
Tactical Concealment’s Cobra hood is designed for Military and Law  

Enforcement operators who require visual camouflage concealment for their head 
and upper 2/3rd body. It is specifically designed to be worn in unison with chest 
mounted mission gear and equipment. Superior results can be achieved when 

deployed for stalking and hi-crawls. It can also be used for low-crawls.  
 

This Cobra is future upgradeable to accept optional garment accessories  
including Padded Sniper Sleeves & Padded Chest Plate. These items convert the 

garment into a traditional low-crawl ghillie shirt. The modularity of  
Tactical Concealment clothing enables the operator to meet the requirements of a 

multitude of tactical applications and protects your Investment.  
(sleeves & chest skid plate sold separately). 

 
 

MISSION PARAMETERS 
       * LPOP  * Sniper  * Reconnaissance/Intelligence 
     * Surveillance * Patrol  * Ambush  
     * Combat * Target Beaconing * Security 
     * Ranging * Forward Observation * ….many other applications 
 
TO BE WORN IN UNISON WITH COMBAT GEAR 
     * Tactical Vest * H-Harness * Load Bearing Equipment 
    * MOLLE * Rhodesian Style Chest Rig  
      
FEATURES 
     * ONE-SIZE-FITS-MOST 
     * ADJUSTABLE CHEST FASTENER STRAPS: Straps can be converted  
        into quick-release Fastex buckle system.   
     * ADJUSTABLE CHEST CAVITY CORDS: Cinch the chest-cavity-cords to  
       draw the garment close to your body. This adjustment aids in prone activity.  
     * HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HOOD: Hood is large enough to fit overtop a  
        helmet. By using some 550-cord or shock cord the wearer can construct a  
        “forehead-to-back-of-neck” strap which will keep the hood from falling into  
         your eyes during low crawl activity.  
     * REMOVABLE HOOD: The hood is fully removable from the garment  
        in the event a sniper boonie hat needs to be worn. 
     * FOLIAGE ATTACHMENT: 550-cord is bar-tacked throughout the entire  
       outer shell allowing for attachment of jute, burlap and natural foliage. 
     * DEPLOYMENT REVERSABLE: Operators forward facing their objective  
       can deploy the garment backwards (like a hospital gown) for thorough  
       frontal coverage. 
 
RAW MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION 
     * 330 Denier Cordura 
     * Double-Stitched + throughout entire garment. 
     * Every aspect of the garment is 100% Made in the USA. 
     * Tactical Concealment “Stitch Bitch Certified”. 
  

CHEST ADJUSTMENT: 
Pull both chest cords and lock 
into place with the provided cord 
locks to tighten the garment 
around your torso. This will 
prevent the upper garment from 
dragging the ground when 
prone. This adjustment is also 
suggested for operators with 
smaller torso’s. 
 
WAIST ADJUSTMENT: 
2 cord-locks on the left chest 
cord are provided. One is to hold 
your chest adjustment in place 
ant the other is to create a “waist 
belt” thus keeping the lower 
portion of the garment into place 
when stalking or crawling.  

MFG Part #: 89C5100 
Desc:  Cobra Hood, CamelBrown Drab 

HOOD ADJUSTMENT FOR PRONE 

Above: Use cord and cord-locks to scrunch the hood backward 
toward the neck. This prevents the hood from falling into your 
eyes when laying prone. (compare brim exposure from photo #1 & #2). 

Above:  The cord-locks are positioned here so the operator 
can make quick and easy adjustments to the hood without  
removing the garment. 

Above: Note the placement of the cord and cord locks. 
Excess hood material is gathered at the back of the hood 
after adjustment. 

Cord-Locks 

Shock cord extends 
from forehead to 
the back-base  
of the hood 

Cord-Locks 

Shock cord 
 

Adapter kit (part # 88A0001) converts the 
OEM velcro chest closure into a Fastex 
buckle closure. This can be achieved  
w/o making any sewing modifications. 
Fastex buckle system address noise 
discipline and quick entry/exit of the 
garment. (permanent attachment of  
male buckle may require sewing 
or gluing). 

CHEST FASTENER 

Above: The bill of a baseball style hat or boonie hat will 
keep the hood brim in check. 

CHEST & WAIST ADJUSTMENT 

1st: Pull chest cords to 
cinch around chest.  

 

2nd Pull excess cords thru 
extra cordlock to make a 

belt. 

1st 

2nd 

The oversized hood may fall into your eyes and face when laying prone. To correct this simply use some 550-cord or elastic 
shock cord plus qty. 4 cord-locks to pull and hold the hood into a back position.  (Cord & cord locks are sold separately. Pt # 88A0002).  
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